In the human brain, independent components of optical flows from the medial superior temporal area are speculated for motion cognition. Inspired by this hypothesis, a novel approach combining independent component analysis (ICA) with principal component analysis (PCA) is proposed in this paper for multiple moving objects detection in complex scenes-a major real-time challenge as bad weather or dynamic background can seriously influence the results of motion detection. In the proposed approach, by taking advantage of ICA's capability of separating the statistically independent features from signals, the ICA algorithm is initially employed to analyze the optical flows of consecutive visual image frames. As a result, the optical flows of background and foreground can be approximately separated. Since there are still many disturbances in the foreground optical flows in the complex scene, PCA is then applied to the optical flows of foreground components so that major optical flows corresponding to multiple moving objects can be enhanced effectively and the motions resulted from the changing background and small disturbances are relatively suppressed at the same time. Comparative experimental results with existing popular motion detection methods for challenging imaging sequences demonstrate that our proposed biologically inspired vision-based approach can extract multiple moving objects effectively in a complex scene.
Introduction
Detecting or segmenting moving objects in complex scenes is a challenging but essential task in many industrial applications such as cognitive vision-based robot tasks. The main difficulties come from two aspects, namely appearance complexity and motion complexity. The reality that objects may have very similar features such as textures and colors to the background will lead to appearance complexity, thus making it challenging to distinguish the object from its background using appearance features. Motion complexity mostly originates from dynamic background or bad weather, since bad weather or illumination makes moving objects unclear, whereas dynamic background brings redundant motion to the foreground moving objects, which makes it difficult for the robot's vision system to identify moving objects in outdoor environments.
State-of-the-Art in Motion Detection
In the past years, three kinds of major methods were proposed to detect motion or moving objects. They are temporal difference, background modeling and subtraction, and optical flow methods. The main idea of temporal difference methods is to simply threshold the difference of consecutive frames [1] . The selection of the threshold highly depends on the noise or object's movement intensity in the frame sequences. Temporal difference methods work much faster than other motion detection methods, but they have a big disadvantage that some holes always exist inside the moving objects, and motion detection is very sensitive to noise and dynamic background.
The background modeling and subtraction approach is the most popular method for detecting motions [2, 3] . Background modeling and subtraction algorithms aim to distinguish a moving foreground from a static or slowchanging background. To be specific, background subtraction aims to compare a static background image with the current frame, pixel by pixel; therefore, building the background model of a video clip is the most important step in these types of methods. After building a probability density function of the intensity at each individual pixel for a scene, the next step is to compare this background model with the current frame for the sake of finding a significant difference between them and detecting these as motion areas. Along with the recent emergence of many models and segmentation strategies, background subtraction approaches can be classified as predictive or non-predictive methods. In brief, non-predictive methods build an intensity's probability density function for the pixels in a frame; for example, the classic single Gaussian [4] algorithm is adopted to indicate the statistical distribution of a pixel in a static environment. If the intensity value of a pixel is quite different from the corresponding value in background model, it will be regarded as belonging to the foreground. But predictive methods [5] develop a dynamical model for the scene and predict the intensity of the current pixel from past observations.
The third type of motion detection methods, the wellknown optical flow can describe the apparent motion of objects in a visual scene by movement of brightness patterns from two consecutive frames. Consequently, optical flow can provide important information about the spatial location of the moving objects and their speeds. The motions are acquired by segmenting the optical flow field into regions corresponding to different objects. Meanwhile, as optical flow is independent of some image features such as colors or textures, it will not be influenced even if the moving objects are similar to the background. The two fundamental works of optical flow were conducted by Horn and Schunck [6] and Lucas and Kanade [7] . The optical flow-based approaches and evaluation methodology have been widely used for motion detection [8, 9] . L-K's method does not perform well enough in dense flow field [8] . On the contrary, the H-S method can detect any minor motion and provide a 100 % flow field that we need. Therefore, the H-S method is used for optical flow computation in our research.
In addition, many new methods for motion detection have been proposed in the recent years. The survey in [10] suggests that subspace learning models are well suited for background subtraction. Some simple and useful motion detection methods just as [11] combine optical flow with principal component analysis (PCA) and significantly reduce the dimension of data. Furthermore, some improved subspace learning models such as robust principal components analysis (RPCA) [12, 13] and robust PCA via principal component pursuit [14] have been used to model background or detect moving foreground. As a new trend, using saliency detection methods and models could be very helpful in locating and detecting objects [15, 16] .
Challenges in Complex Scenes
Detecting foreground moving objects in the complex outdoor scenes has become a new hot issue since bad weather such as fog or rain, the dynamic background caused by camera's movement, and shaking trees or water flows all bring great difficulties to robots' outdoor task in avoiding the interference of complex scenes and locating the major moving objects correctly. We focus our research on challenging sequences with complex scenes such as the examples shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The scene in Fig. 1 was shot in foggy weather; it can be seen that the contrast between the background and foreground moving objects is very low. The images in Fig. 2 were captured by an onboard camera, the background and foreground are moving simultaneously at different speeds, and many small disturbances such as traffic lights or distant pedestrians also exist.
Detecting the motion of objects in complex environments is a critical step in the task of vision-based autonomous moving robots. A variety of techniques have been developed in the last decade for suppressing of dynamic background or distinguishing of major moving objects from complex scenes. Considering only small differences exist between consecutive frames in a video clip compared with the large number of video frames, background modeling and subtraction methods and their extended methods are popular. However, the single Gaussian model has lessthan-ideal performance for complex or dynamic backgrounds; thus, a mixture of several Gaussians is proposed to model the background. By far, the most popular is the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [17, 18] which models the distribution of the values at every pixel observed over time by a weighted mixture of Gaussians. A GMM background model can handle the multimodal nature of many real scenes and get good results for repetitive background motion, for example, tree leaves or branches. The GMM model has become a very popular algorithm among the computer vision field from the beginning, and it is still under development by researchers, with enhanced algorithms such as adaptive GMM [19, 20] . However, GMM and its enhanced algorithm are able to tolerate the variations of the background scene, but still have some defects, such as sometimes losing all the foreground objects whose motions in consecutive frames are not strong enough.
As a powerful pixel-based background subtraction technique, the ViBe algorithm [21] chooses background samples to build background models. It first stores a set of pixel intensity values at the same location or in the neighborhood for a number of previous frames and then compares the current pixel intensity value to this set. If the current pixel does not belong to the background, the algorithm will update the background model through randomly selecting background samples. Many applications have shown that it performs much better than other stateof-the-art methods in both aspects of computational efficiency and detection accuracy, but we have found that it is so sensitive to the dynamic background that it detects many redundant motions in the background, which is adverse for detecting and tracking the major moving objects in the robot's outdoor tasks.
Main Contributions
It is important for a vision-based robot to discover and detect moving targets of interest. The researchers expect a robot to perceive motions from the visual sensor intelligently like a human. In neuroscience, Park et al. [22, 23] found that visual motions are perceived in the medial superior temporal (MST) area of the human brain. They also observed that motion field from visual perception is separated into independent components at the MST area. Ohnishi et al. [24, 25] applied the idea into the visual navigation of a robot. They used ICA of optical flows successfully for the robot to avoid collision with obstacles.
In most situations, foreground objects have distinguishable motion patterns; therefore, foreground and background can be separated approximately as two different signals by applying ICA of optical flows into moving objects detection. Experiments show that moving objects are detected successfully in complex scenes. We are the first to adopt this strategy to solve the problem, which is quite different from the existing methods.
Afterward, we use PCA to project the foreground optical flows onto an orthogonal subspace with the purpose of detecting moving objects accurately. As a result, PCA can make major motions more prominent and suppress redundant noises in the background. Multiple moving objects can be subsequently extracted effectively from complex outdoor scenes.
In brief, illuminated by the above concept of the biology-inspired vision and subspace-based algorithms, in this paper we propose a novel method to detect multiple moving objects in complex outdoor scenes. This new method combines the advantages of the aforementioned existing algorithms with our proposed solution to provide better performance. t=1 t=3 t=5 Fig. 1 Sequences from an outdoor scene with bad weather t=475 t=500 t=525 Proposed Biologically Inspired Approach
As explained previously, all the existing methods have their own drawbacks when they are applied to complex dynamic scenes. To detect major motions, a hybrid intelligent method is proposed in the paper. Firstly, as optical flows are considered to be fundamental information used by robots for neurobiological data processing [26] , the complete motions in the consecutive frames are detected by the H-S optical flow method for subsequent analysis. Then, as mentioned before, the observation that the complex visual motions can be recognized separately by the independent components of motion field at the MST area has inspired us to apply ICA to the optical flow field. ICA can extract statistically independent sources from signals because the independent components of optical flow field of the natural scene are separate background and foreground optical flows. As dynamic background or bad weather can cause some redundant motions in the foreground component, we then apply PCA to the foreground optical flows to suppress these redundant motions so that the major optical flows corresponding to multiple moving objects can be extracted effectively. Finally, through the post-processing of morphological operation and the combination of temporal motions and spatial frames, multiple objects are detected accurately. The flowchart of the proposed approach is given in Fig. 3 .
Optical Flow Field of Consecutive Frames
As mentioned above, optical flows have been widely used for motion cognition at the MST area of the brain. In [25] , the Lucas-Kanade optical flow method with pyramids was used for the purpose of finding the dominant plane. Unlike [25] , what we need initially is just a complete optical flow field that includes minor motion of objects. Since the Lucas-Kanade algorithm is a local window-based method that cannot solve for optical flow in all cases, the Horn and Schunck method [6] is employed in our research. Let I(x, y, t) represent the brightness of a pixel at (x, y) coordinates and the tth frame. According to [6] , the image constraint at I(x, y, t) with Taylor series can be expressed by the following equation:
and its simple form is
where
ot are the derivatives of the image at (x, y, t) in the corresponding directions, and u = qx/qt and v = qy/qt are the x and y components of the velocity or optical flow of I(x, y, t), respectively.
The H-S method uses a global smoothness term to constrain the estimated velocity field
which is defined over a domain D. The magnitude of k reflects the influence of the smoothness term. Iterative equations are used to minimize (3) and obtain image velocity:
where k denotes the iteration number, a is a weighting factor, u 0 and v 0 denote initial velocity estimates which are set to zero, and u k and v k denote neighborhood averages of u k and v k . Through the above constrained minimization, the optical flow vector (u k?1 , v k?1 ) for the (k ? 1)th frame is calculated. The benefit of the optical flow method is that the optical flow vector can reflect the motion intensity by the length of vector and the motion orientation by the direction of vector. Figure 4 shows the consecutive frames from a bad weather scene and the corresponding optical flow field.
For the visualization of optical flow, we use the Middlebury color coding of optical flow vectors. The Middlebury optical flow benchmark is a new benchmark and evaluation method for optical flow algorithms [9] . Figure 5a shows the color strategy of displaying the optical flow vector field, the direction of the optical flow vector is coded by hue, and the length is coded by saturation. The 
Independent Component Analysis of Optical Flows
ICA is a statistical method with the purpose of finding a linear representation of non-Gaussian data so that the components are statistically independent, or as independent as possible [27] . Just as ICA separates signals into independent components, the MST area in the brain separates the motion field into independent visual components [22, 28] as an important visual motion perception mechanism. According to previous research, we assume that the optical flow field of a natural complex scene is a linear combination of the foreground and the background optical flow field, so we can apply ICA to consecutive optical flow fields to detect the foreground by separating the moving foreground and the relatively still background. In order to give a simple representation, ICA is often sought as a linear transformation of the original data. Let us assume that x = (x 1 , x 2 , …, x m )
T is an observed zero-mean m-dimensional random variable, and s = (s 1 , s 2 ,…, s n ) T is its n-dimensional transformation. Then, ICA will determine a constant (weight) matrix W so that the linear transformation of the observed variables
has some suitable properties [27] that the transformed components s i are statistically as independent from each other as possible. W is a constant (weight) matrix. When applied to the optical flow field (u k , v k ) (u k or v k is an m 9 n matrix), the observed variable x k can be taken from the matrix u k and v k . Let u 0 and v 0 2 R mÂn be the corresponding vector representation of u k and v k with pixels arranged in lexicographic order; then, the observed
is generated. Thus, through this transformation, a three-dimensional (m 9 n 9 2) matrix of optical flow field (u k , v k ) changes into a onedimensional vector x k .
As mentioned above, we assume that optical flow fields are linear combinations of optical flow fields of the foreground and the background which are seen as different signal sources, so we apply ICA to two consecutive optical Figure 6 shows the results of the foreground and the background optical flow fields from an outdoor scene with fog and their corresponding Middlebury color coding. In comparison with Figs. 4 and 5, Fig. 6 verifies that the optical flow field from bad weather scene can be separated into the optical flows of the foreground and the background by ICA. From Figs. 4c and 6a , it is not difficult to see these optical flows behind the bigger car resulted from fast motion in Fig. 4c has been suppressed in foreground optical flows in Fig. 6a . Therefore, the major foreground objects are more accurate. Consequently, the motion or noise from the background is reduced or suppressed in the foreground component.
In order to test whether the idea is robust, we carried out another experiment on the vehicle-mounted video (Fig. 7) . This video has the problem of both the objects and the background moving simultaneously. In addition, in the scene there are dynamic lights and clouds which bring more difficulties to object detection. Figure 7 shows the first and second important steps in our method. Figure 7c is corresponding optical flow field of consecutive frames (Fig. 7a, b) in the vehicle-mounted video. Figure 7e , f are the foreground optical flows and the background optical flows after performing ICA. In this very complex scene, we can see optical flow-based ICA can effectively extract the foreground objects (Fig. 7e ) compared with the optical flow result (Fig. 7c) . The major moving objects are more obvious, and the majority of noise from the background is suppressed in Fig. 7e . From the comparative experiments, it is easy to see that as one of the independent components, the foreground optical flows can detect major motions of objects effectively. Therefore, ICA is suitable for separating the optical flows of the real complex scene into the independent optical flow sources, and this capability is demonstrated to be effective even in bad weathers or in dynamic backgrounds from the complex outdoor environment.
Principal Component Analysis of Foreground Optical Flows
Although after performing optical flow and ICA the results improve, some problems still exist. For example, the foreground optical flows include some redundant obvious motions or noises, which will affect the accuracy of the motion detection, since the dynamic background arises from the moving camera or disturbances in outdoor scenes. In order to get satisfactory results, we also use PCA [29] to project the original data onto orthogonal subspaces whose directions are not mutually correlated, with the major data information present in the first several principal components. As a result, the foreground optical flows can be enhanced by detecting major motions. Figure 8 shows the PCA procedure for the foreground optical flows.
(U, V) foreground is the optical flow field of the foreground. A mask of size 3 9 3 slides, respectively, through U foreground and V foreground is shown in the first step of Fig. 8 . A matrix X is constructed using all the data covered by the mask whose center pixel is (i, j). The covariance matrix is calculated as follows [11] :
where X is the optical flow matrix after the mean is removed.
After the eigen-decomposition, the major eigenvalue k 1 is assigned to the central pixel of the mask. Motion detection is accomplished by thresholding the eigenvalue (k 1 ) matrix. In order to verify the effectiveness and necessity of this step, a comparison of PCA for optical flows [11] is shown in Fig. 9 . Figure 9a is the original video frame; there are two moving trucks: a bigger one and a smaller one. Figure 9b is visualization of major eigenvalue k 1 matrix from PCA for all optical flows. Figure 9c is also visualization of major eigenvalue k 1 matrix from PCA for foreground optical flows. We can see that these moving trucks in Fig. 9c have stronger brightness, which makes these objects more prominent and the noises in the background not so obvious relatively. This advantage is quite beneficial to the next step of thresholding the eigenvalue matrix to detect moving objects.
Then, by thresholding the matrix of eigenvalue k 1 and performing a morphological filling operation, we can acquire the complete major motion areas. Finally, by combining motion areas with the Canny edge feature of the spatial frame, multiple moving objects can be detected accurately. Figure 10 shows experimental results of every step in PCA based on the foreground optical flows. Figure 10a is the Middlebury color coding of the foreground optical flows (Fig. 6a) in which there are two foreground moving objects of red coding, but some motions or noises in the background still exist. From the image of k 1 matrix after PCA (Fig. 10b) , we can see that the motions of two trucks are more obvious and they can be extracted well (as shown in Fig. 10c ) by subsequent thresholding and morphological processing. Figure 10d -f shows the following steps that combine the temporal motion with the spatial Canny edge feature of the corresponding frame with the purpose of producing the final accurate multiple moving objects.
When any objects that are moving at exactly the same speed as the robot, although this special situation is less likely to be encountered in practice, it is still important to be well considered in the paper. Actually, this special case makes it difficult for the robot's vision system to identify moving objects; our method can overcome the potential drawback in one of the following ways. The first way is by appropriately adjusting the speed of a vehicle-mounted platform or robot periodically, we can avoid omission of moving objects with the same speed. Another strategy is detecting new moving objects at first and then tracking them to avoid losing them in case the speed of the object(s) becomes the same as the robot/vehicle-mounted platform.
Simulation Results
The first dataset including the two different long videos with complex outdoor scenes are preliminarily used for evaluating the performance of the proposed method. One is in foggy weather, and another scene is from a vehiclemounted camera with variable background due to the camera moving forward while the targeted cars are also moving. The first video has RGB image sequences of size 384 9 288 pixels and the vehicle-mounted video has RGB images of size 320 9 240 pixels. Our method was implemented in MATLAB R2010.
We first halved the width and height of the input images so that the program could run efficiently. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed technique, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , some meaningful comparison experiments were conducted separately with H-S optical flow [6] , optical flow and ICA [25] , optical flow and PCA-based motion detection [11] which is one of methods using subspace learning to detect motion, adaptive Gaussian mixture model (GMM) background modeling [20] , and the popular ViBe algorithm [21] . The difficulty in the first outdoor scene lies in the fact that the strong fog in the video makes the motion of the smaller truck inconspicuous and causes changes in illumination, which causes noise. From the first comparison experimental results (Fig. 11) , we find that the classic H-S method can detect all the obvious motion but contains a lot of noise due to bad weather or changes in background (Fig. 11a) and that there is a significant optical flow ghosting behind the vehicle due to the past motion of the vehicle. From the detected foreground based on optical flows and ICA (Fig. 11b) , we can see the ghosting behind the vehicle is much less than Fig. 11a , but there are still some redundant noise that is mistakenly recognized as motion. PCA based on optical flow misses the smaller moving object despite detecting the bigger one (Fig. 11c) . The classic adaptive GMM background modeling (Fig. 11d) and the popular ViBe algorithm (Fig. 11e) all detect the foreground motions but also detect ghosting. In comparison with all the above methods, our method ( Fig. 11f) can detect moving objects accurately and also eliminate ghosting. The second preliminary experiment was conducted on the vehicle-mounted video (Fig. 2) with the dynamic background and moving objects, which also contained dynamic lights and clouds. This kind of complex scene makes foreground motion detection more challenging. From the comparative experiments shown in Fig. 12 , it is obvious that simply combining the optical flows with ICA is not good enough for the final objects detection result given in Fig. 12b . But there is a good indication from Fig. 12b that the detected moving objects are more complete compared with the optical flow result (Fig. 12a) . Optical flow-based PCA still does not detect the smaller moving object just as in Fig. 11c. From Fig. 12d , e, it is clear that both the adaptive GMM background modeling method and the ViBe method have not performed well. Adaptive GMM loses the objects since the objects are not moving quickly, and the ViBe method detects lots of background motion from the obvious moving background. However, our method based on both ICA and PCA (Fig. 12f) outperforms those classic methods as it is able to detect the moving objects effectively in the complex scene.
In order to demonstrate effect of our method, we also carried out further extensive comparative evaluation using an additional dataset [30] with complex scenes, including manually segmented ground truths.
This change detection benchmark dataset comprises 11 video categories including all kinds of situations, such as low frame rate, PTZ, thermal and turbulence. Since this paper is concerned with complex outdoor scenes, we select datasets of 'bad weather' and 'dynamic background' to carry out a comparative statistical evaluation. The 'bad weather' category has four videos describing different moving foreground in heavy snow weather. Further, there are six videos in 'dynamic background' category depicting outdoor scenes with strong redundant motion in background. Specifically, two videos represent boats on shimmering water, another two videos show cars passing a fountain, and the last two depict pedestrians, cars, and trucks passing in front of a tree shaken by the wind.
In order to demonstrate the individual characteristics of the various methods, we also show partial object detection results in Fig. 13 .
Considering that the 'bad weather' videos in dataset [30] include only various snow weather, we added our own videos of 'fog' with manually segmented ground truths into the statistical quantitative comparison experiments in order to make the results more comprehensive and objective. The total frames of these datasets are more than 40,000.
Two popular metrics: Recall ð¼TP=ðTP þ FNÞÞ and Precision ð¼TP=ðTP þ FPÞÞ [30] are used to assess the output of a foreground detection algorithm given a series of groundtruth segmentation maps. These metrics involve the following quantities: number of true positives (TP), which count the number of correctly detected foreground pixels; number of false positives (FP), which count the number of background pixels incorrectly classified as foreground; and number of false negatives (FN), which account for the number of foreground pixels incorrectly classified as background. The bigger the values of Recall and Precision, the better.
For each method, the above metrics are the first computed for each video in each category. For example, the Object detection compared with optical flow [6] , optical flow and ICA [25] , optical flow and PCA [11] , adaptive GMM [20] , ViBe [21] Tables 1 and 2 show a quantitative Recall and Precision performance comparison on 'bad weather' and 'dynamic background' videos, respectively. Table 3 presents an overall comparison of the quantitative performance results.
From the comparative quantitative performance evaluation results shown in Tables 1 and 2 , we see that the proposed method results in the highest Recall and Precision values for dynamic background sequences, implying it is most suitable for this type of complex background. Visually, the results of our method for dynamic background are close to ground-truth references for the case of the five right columns in Fig. 13 , especially for removing noises resulting from dynamic background such as shaking leaves and water flows. However, other methods, including the adaptive GMM that has excellent overall performances (in Table 3 ), still generate lots of background noises introduced by dynamic backgrounds, as can be seen in Fig. 13 . The popular ViBe also has the same disadvantage as adaptive GMM in dynamic background (Fig. 13) . From  Fig. 13 , it is clear that optical flow and ICA method suppresses noises in background to some extent in comparison with optical flow method; this is also demonstrated by results of statistical comparison in Tables, but optical flow and ICA method is still not very ideal. In addition, optical flow and PCA method just detects contours of motion, which leads to its lowest Recall and Precision. From comparative detection results on 'bad weather' videos (shown in the left two columns in Fig. 13 ),we can see our method is not optimal for detecting minor objects in heavy snow (first column in Fig. 13 ), as it mistakenly treats some snow areas as foreground objects. However, our method performs much better than most methods such as optical flow, optical flow and ICA, optical flow and PCA. These findings are also consistent with the results of statistical performance comparison in Table 1 .
From the overall results of statistical comparison in Table 3 , it can be seen that our method gets highest Recall and that adaptive GMM gains highest Precision. The proposed method needs to be further improved for minor objects detection in bad weather by restraining background noises just as heavy snow. And enhancing accuracy of foreground optical flows would also be helpful to increase Precision of our method in some degree. The thinking about these disadvantages will guide us to improve this biologically inspired vision method in the following work.
Conclusion and Future Work
Inspired by motion cognition at the MST area of the human brain, we propose a novel approach which combines ICA of optical flow with PCA to detect moving objects in the context of complex outdoor scenes. The new approach is different from existing widely used foreground object detection methods. In this paper, the classic H-S optical flow method is the first adopted to get a complete optical flow field including as much minor motion as possible. The ICA algorithm is then applied to the complete optical flow field of the complex outdoor scene, which can approximately separate optical flows of both the foreground and background of consecutive frames. The results have shown that optical flow combined with ICA is much better than the pure optical flow method for motion detection of objects. In order to solve the problem of obvious motion coming from the dynamic background or bad weather, PCA is applied to optical flows of the foreground components to enhance the major motion and relatively suppress the redundant motion from the background. Finally, by using morphological processing and combining motion areas with spatial edges, the major optical flows corresponding to multiple moving objects can be well detected. Initial experimental results have demonstrated that the [6] Optical flow and ICA [25] Optical flow and PCA [11] Adaptive GMM [20] ViBe [21] Our method [6] Optical flow and ICA [25] Optical flow and PCA [11] Adaptive GMM [20] ViBe [21] Our method Table 3 Overall quantitative performance comparison of various methods
Overall videos
Optical flow [6] Optical flow and ICA [25] Optical flow and PCA [11] Adaptive GMM [20] ViBe [21] Our method proposed ICA and PCA-based approach can extract multiple moving objects effectively in complex outdoor scenes.
As shown in comparative quantitative results, our proposed method needs to be further improved for detecting minor objects, for example, in the case of bad weather, through restraining background noises such as heavy snow. Possibilities to explore in the future include a priori access to more complete preliminary foreground information, which could prove helpful for further improving the final detection accuracy. In addition, since optical flow information is often used in combination with electronic data from other sensors to get richer inputs, we could consider using more sensors' data such as positioning of the robot, which, combined with the optical flows, could produce a better sense of the relative motion due to the robot moving compared with other objects motion. Furthermore, making our method more computationally efficient for real-time application also needs to be investigated. Development of a predictive multiple moving objects detection approach, in which moving objects in the current frame can be predicted by the results of the previous frame, could help greatly enhance the speed of operation. Finally, the outstanding task of identification of salient non-moving objects in the background, which is also important for the case of a moving robot, also needs to be pursued.
